
 

 

KEWILL FLAGSHIP ACHIEVES ORACLE VALIDATED INTEGRATION WITH ORACLE 
RETAIL WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND 

ORACLE RETAIL STORE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
 

Extending the Oracle Relationship and Powering Global eCommerce  

 

 
April 7, 2014 - Chelmsford, MA. – Kewill, a leading global provider of multimodal transportation 
and logistics management solutions for virtually seamless supply chain execution and a Gold level 
member of Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN), today announced it has achieved Oracle Validated 
Integration of Kewill Flagship™ with Oracle Retail Warehouse Management System and Oracle 
Retail Store Inventory Management.  

 
This integration provides customers with a robust enterprise parcel shipping and manifesting 
solution that supports compliance using Oracle Retail Warehouse Management System or Oracle 
Retail Store Inventory Management, aiding in easier implementations, lower implementation costs 
and improved customer satisfaction. Through these integrations, Kewill is delivering on its 
commitment to enable customers to ship from anywhere to anywhere.  
 

To achieve Oracle Validated Integration, Oracle partners are required to meet a stringent set of 

requirements that are based on the needs and priorities of the customers. Kewill now has Oracle 

Validated Integration with three Oracle Applications: Oracle Retail, Oracle E-Business Suite and 

Oracle’s JD Edwards. With the addition of these two new integrations, Kewill  is better positioned to 

offer ideal solutions to meet the demands of some of the most sophisticated and complex 

enterprise organizations worldwide, now extending to Oracle customers’ retail options. 

 

Kewill Flagship is a high-performance, high-volume multi-carrier shipping management system, 

serving both domestic and international shipping customers, retailers, manufacturers and LSPs.  

Kewill Flagship supports leading carrier compliance and is offered as both an on-premises or 

hosted solution.   

 
“Adding Oracle Retail to our family of Oracle Validated Integrations is another significant 
milestone in our relationship with Oracle and confirms our commitment to the retail and omni-
channel market segments,” said Evan Puzey, chief marketing officer at Kewill. “Furthermore, 
this validation underscores Kewill’s commitment to our relationship with Oracle across multiple 
application platforms and provides Oracle Retail customers with a fully-integrated shipping 
solution globally.” 
 
”Achieving Oracle Validated Integration gives our customers confidence that the integration 
between Kewill Flagship 6.0 and Oracle Retail Warehouse Management System and Oracle Retail 
Store Inventory Management is functionally sound and performs as tested,” said Kevin O’Brien, 
senior director, ISV and SaaS Strategy, Oracle. “For solutions deployed on-premises, in the cloud, 
or both, Oracle Validated Integration applies a rigorous technical review and test process that 
helps to reduce deployment risk and improves the user experience of the partner’s integrated 
offering.”  

 

 

 
 
 

http://www.kewill.com/


 

 

About Oracle Validated Integration 
Oracle Validated Integration, available through the Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN), gives 
customers confidence that the integration of complementary partner software products with Oracle 
Applications and specific Oracle Fusion Middleware solutions have been validated, and the 
products work together as designed. This can help customers reduce risk, improve system 
implementation cycles, and provide for smoother upgrades and simpler maintenance. Oracle 
Validated Integration applies a rigorous technical process to review partner integrations. Partners 
who have successfully completed the program are authorized to use the “Oracle Validated 
Integration” logo. For more information, please visit Oracle.com at 
http://www.oracle.com/us/partnerships/solutions/index.html. 
 
About Oracle PartnerNetwork 
Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) Specialized is the latest version of Oracle’s partner program that 
provides partners with tools to better develop, sell and implement Oracle solutions.  OPN 
Specialized offers resources to train and support specialized knowledge of Oracle products and 
solutions and has evolved to recognize Oracle’s growing product portfolio, partner base and 
business opportunity.  Key to the latest enhancements to OPN is the ability for partners to 
differentiate through Specializations.  Specializations are achieved through competency 
development, business results, expertise and proven success.  To find out more, visit  
http://ww.oracle.com/partners. 
 
About Kewill  
Kewill, a Francisco Partners portfolio company, is a global leader in multimodal transportation 
management software, providing organizations with a comprehensive end-to-end platform for 
managing the complexities of transportation, logistics and trade compliance. The Kewill MOVE® 

platform helps companies reduce costs, manage volatility and gain greater visibility across the 
logistics value chain. Trade, transport, store, comply, manage and integrate – the Kewill 
transportation management platform gives you the insight, agility and tools you need to deliver 
better customer service and streamline global supply chain execution for strategic advantage. 
 
The Kewill platform supports supply chain execution activities for in excess of 7,500 companies in 
more than 100 countries. To learn more about the company, visit www.kewill.com, follow us on 
Twitter @Kewill_Ltd or check our LinkedIn page for company updates. 
 
www.kewill.com 
 
 
For additional information, contact:  
Emily Held  
PAN Communications  
+1 617-502-4300  
Kewill@pancomm.com 
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Trademarks 

Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.  Kewill Flagship, Kewill 

MOVE and the Kewill logo are either registered and/or trademarks of Kewill Ltd. 
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